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ABSTRACTS

Title of Research Paper: Research on Cold Chain in Food Industry in China
Degree: MSc

Cold chain is an important part in connecting the consumers and suppliers, it makes sure that the supply chain of freezing and frozen foods are in good qualities. But now in China, the condition of cold chain is still under a bad condition: poor equipment, lack of professionals is the main problems that hamper the development of cold chain. What shall we do to help this infant industry? Is there any problem we may come across when dealing with the issue? In the article, these problems will be analyzed. Moreover, some cases of cold chain in other countries will be investigated to see the characteristics of their cold chain and what we can learn from them. And then, cold chain logistics in China will be mainly studied. Its development, conditions, characteristics will be showed through some cases. Future development and opportunities of cold chain in China will be discussed according to the classifications. Difference analysis will be used here to compare cold chain in food industry in China and in other developed countries. Besides, quantitative analysis will be taken to analyze the optimization of cold chain logistics in China. Finally, some suggestions will be given to settle with the problems that we may encounter when dealing with the issue.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Introduction of the dissertation

Nowadays, cold chain plays a more and more important role in our daily life, especially in food industry. The requirement for cold chain logistics is higher and higher. However, the development status of cold chain logistics in China is still awfully lagged behind. Cold chain in food industry in China today is just on its first step, there are still many problems. Then there comes a question: how to solve these problems and higher the cold chain logistics level in food industry? Thus, in this dissertation, I will study on the cold chain logistics in food industry in China and find out some practical and effective ways to improve the poor condition. Meanwhile many suggestions on the problems that we may come across when tackling with the issue will be given.

In the second chapter of the dissertation, a case of bird flu will be used to propose the conception, classification, characteristics and evolution of cold chain in China. And then the feasibility of the further development on cold chain logistics will be analyzed to show the necessity of the research.

And then it will be followed by the status quo of cold chain logistics in both of developed countries and in China. In this chapter, a methodology of comparison will be used. Execution of cold chain logistics in developed countries will be
analyzed and I will also find out some experience from their development to see what we can learn from their experience. Afterwards, status quo of cold chain logistics in China will be studied on. And what result in the poor conditions, what the reasons are will be analyzed. Some of the actions that have been taken by government and enterprises will also be talked about.

Next chapter is a connecting link between the preceding and the following chapters, which not only analyzes the refrigerated food by classification, or talks about the status quo of different kinds of perishable foods, but also analyzes their developing prospects and opportunities.

The following chapters are the core of the dissertation. Rationalization analysis of cold chain logistics in food in China will be analyzed. In this chapter, I will propose many effective and practical methods to higher the cold chain logistics level in China which is also the objective and aim of the dissertation. Analysis will be given from three aspects: management, organization and technology. In these aspects, many advices such as set up cold chain standard for food stuffs set up professional cold logistics management systems, set up alliances, bring in information systems are proposed to the government as well as logistics companies.

Then, in allusion to some problems we may come across in the real cold chain logistics practice, such as bring in new facilities, set up distribution centers reasonably, quantitative methods are used in solving those issues, which can really help a lot in real practices.

Of course, whenever we are tackling with whatever kinds of issues, we may come across various kinds of problems in the process. Thus, here in the final part of
dissertation, I also propose many problems that needs concentrate on, such as the relationship between cost and service level, green logistics, energy development and so on.

Finally, conclusions are summarized.

1.2 Literature review

At present, the requirement for cold chain logistics in China is higher and higher in China. There are several reasons for this: many of the youngsters who take a large part of the consumers are under high education, they want to save “kitchen time”, which enlarge the requirement of the food under low temperature. The appearance of some new type of retail style like supermarket makes sure that the cold chain could be integrated in a modern way.

However, cold chain in China is just on its first step, there are many problems still. For instance, Zhen Hailang, in How Freezing Industry Optimize Cold Chain Logistics tells us some statistics on problems: every year, almost 1,000,000 ton fruits go bad or sold at a very low price, about 400,000 ton fish caught go deteriorate. The wastage of those foods that are easy to be perished every year in China, is up to more than 10 billion. About 20% to 25% of fruits and 30% of vegetables get perished during the process of transferring transportation and storage.

Comparing with the world level, cold chain logistics in China has extremely been lagged behind. Cold chain technology was popularized in 1960s in America; Japan began its research of cold chain circulating technology since 1960s, and finished the construction of modern supply chain system around the whole country in 1980s.
Cold chain circulating and processing technology is now prevalent in developed countries, but in our country, it’s just an infant industry. Although the low-temperature technology has been applied in many fields, areas and steps of freezing and frozen food logistics, but it’s still a long way to a complete cold chain operating system. By summarizing the files, we can get a conclusion that main problems are listed as follows:

First, cold chain logistics is still on its infant step; market is not large, lack of an influential 3rd party logistics leader. Second, Middle-class and small enterprises welled up, but they can’t reach an operation of economic of scale. Third, short of basic equipments. Refrigerator car in China nowadays is about 30,000; while in America there are about 200,000, and 120,000 in Japan. Refrigerator cars in China accounts for only 0.3% of automobile carriers, while in U.K, the rate is 2.5% to 2.8%, 0.8% to 1% in U.S, 2% to 3% in Germany. Because of the shortage of these basic equipments, it’s difficult to provide proper low temperature for those foods that can easily go perished. Thus attribute to a large sum of wastage of the foods, especially in the process of transportation, the high wastage has make the logistics cost 70% of the total cost, while according to the international standard, logistics cost of easily go perished food should not exceed 50% of the total cost. Finally, China rarely has any regulations on cold chain or on the standard on the condition or temperature in the transportation, but in U.S., it has set up a cold chain union in 2002, which was composed by air company, automobile carrier, transferring company and equipment producing company, mainly dealt with the problem related to goods which are easily go perished, and is the guideline for the standardization of the transportation of goods’ temperature control. And in the year 2004, U.S. Cold Chain Union issued Cold Chain Quality Index and announced that this index can be used to test the reliability, quality and proficiency of those enterprises that transport, dispose and store
putrescible food.

Thus many of the researchers and scholars apply themselves in solving the problem and try to find some effective ways to improve the conditions of cold chain in China.

We can classify them into 2 catalogs, from the aspect of government and the enterprise themselves. In the aspect of government, Wang Zilin, points out in Cold chain faces 4 important problems that the government should better pay more attention on cold chain and set up a series of standard of freezing/chilled food and set some other departments to supervise every step of the operation of cold chain.

As for the enterprise part, many of these articles are focusing on the technical part, they put much energy in using new type of tools, new kinds of facilities and analyze the usage. For instance, thicker the heat insulation part of the protection structure. In Wang Zilin’s article, it said that it’s important to put HACCP control in practice to assure the quality of freezing food in every step of cold chain. While in Francisco Artés’s article, Refrigeration for Preserving the Quality and Enhancing the Safety of Plant Foods, he also emphasis this idea. And Li Xuejun in Building cold chain logistics in our food industry emphasize that we integrate distribution, circulation and processing to enhance the ability of keeping fresh of the freezing/chilled food.

Meanwhile, they hold the idea of inviting information system into operation, for example, RFID, which can help us to know where the production is and how is the condition, what’s the temperature there now, help with the continuous replenishment program, know when do we need to replenish the goods and get it there in time under a good condition.
Besides, Su Xiujin, in Research on Logistics Planning of Food Cold Chain, shows us the idea of improving logistics programming from 4 aspects: transportation system, logistics service level, stock and supply, storage and positioning of warehouse.

Till now, in our country, there are about 2500 or more meat factories, producing 60,000,000 ton fresh meat, which is increasing at a rate of 5% annually; about 2000 deep freezing factories, produce more than 8,500,000 ton in one year; cold drink factories exceed 4000 (among them 194 has exceeded a certain size), producing 1,500,000 ton every year, which is increasing at a rate of 7% annually; dairy farming is about 1500, produce 8,000,000 ton annually and increasing at a rate of 30%; aquatic product’s annual production is 44,000,000 ton and is growing at the rate of 4%. In the year of 2003, total production of fresh food is about 0.7 billion, consumption is about 0.24 billion ton, the expenditures spend on fresh food occupies 51% of citizen’s total food expenditure. And the number is still increasing, thus we can predicate how large is a developing room waiting for us. All of these statistics are provided in Wang Zilin, points out in Cold chain faces 4 important problems.

We forecast that in the future, the technology of freezing and chill will be highly enhanced; an efficiency temperature control system will be put into use, operators and managers of the cold chain logistics will be well educated to deal with the supply chain. Besides of those, there may come forth some big companies that can lead the cold chain logistics industry, to do the outsourcing of transportation of those putrescible foods.
2. Conception about cold chain & necessity of the research

2.1 Conception, definition of cold chain

2.1.1 Cases of bird flu that influence selling of chicken in supermarket

Since the bird flu turned up for the first time in the world in 2003, it spread to Guangxi province in China, and then many other provinces, such as Anhui, Liaoning, Hunan, Taiwan and so on, human turn pale at the mention of bird flu. The upstream and downstream of the supply chain of supermarket, acting as main channels of connecting bird flu, chicken and consumers, stand in the breach of strike brought by bird flu.

However, in some areas, because of the shortage of supplying of chicken and eggs, the price of eggs is becoming higher, sometimes it takes on a condition of breaking off of eggs in supermarket. On 16th Nov. 2005, the price of eggs in a supermarket, Wumei, in Beijing has increased from ¥2.48/500g on 15th Nov. to ¥2.95/500g. And this supermarket always sells the eggs in a low price, the former price of eggs is ¥2.38/500g, almost ¥0.6/500g cheaper. (Yan Yongli, 2005, p.62) The consumers who came to buy eggs were discussing around the egg baskets which have already half sold out. There forms a queue of almost 10 persons who wanted to buy eggs in only a few seconds. One consumer said that it was because Beijing rejected eggs
from other provinces by reason of bird flu so that the number of eggs is limited and so expensive. Instead of appreciating, the price of meat decreased a lot.

But in some other parts of China, especially in northern China, like Shenyang, bird flu influences a lot. Some supermarket can’t even accomplish the quantity of booking of chicken. It will surely cause some damage to the supplier, but they can hardly do anything to change the sad situation at the moment. If we consider the bird flu as an act of God, the broken of cold chain in selling those freezing and frozen food can then be treated as a disaster caused by human ourselves. What we should do is to take some activities in controlling the quality of foodstuffs instead of taking the emergent actions passively.

2.1.2 Conception, definition and classification of cold chain

Cold chain logistics is a systematic project that assures the quality of food and lessens the spoilage and wastage of food. It acquires that the freezing and frozen food are always kept under a low temperature when producing, storing, transporting, selling, and every other steps before consumption. (Wang zilin, 2005, pp. 18-20)

Cold chain is applicable under the following areas: primary agricultural products: vegetables, fruits; meat, chicken, eggs; aquatic products, flowers. Artifactitious foods: deep freezing food, packing cooked food of chicken, meat, aquatic products and so on, ice cream, dairy products; raw materials for short order. Special goods: medicine. (Wang zilin, 2005, p. 18)
2.1.3 Characteristics of cold chain logistics

It’s because freezing and frozen food has strict requirement on environment and time that made the cold chain logistics has following characteristics:

First of all, the final quality of freezing and frozen food rests with three Ts: temperature controlling, time of cold chain and tolerance of product. Thus, transportation service matters a lot with the quality of freezing and frozen food even in the final selling to consumers. (Su Xiujin, 2005, p. 31)

Second, in order to ensure the food which can be easily perished are placed under the necessary low temperature during each step, many facilities and equipment are needed, such as the temperature controlling system, refrigerator car and so on. Moreover, for the sake of enhancing logistics operating efficiency, some advanced information systems are required. All of these are obviously higher the cost of cold chain logistics. Therefore, there is a close relationship between cold chain logistics cost and the whole operation of the cold chain logistics.

Third, cold chain logistics is a complex system that pays much attention on temperature. For example, if there’s a tiny mistake in any process of transportation, the food may go bad. The whole cold chain of the food is broken. Thus, the harmony among every segment is important in keeping safety of food in the process of processing, transportation as well as selling. It’s a low temperature system with high technology.
2.1.4 The evolution of cold chain logistics in China

Food cold chain is established based on the development of science technology and refrigeration technology. Cold chain in China comes into being in early 50s in 20th century’s foreign trade, especially export, and some of heat preservation vehicles are refitted. In 1982, The Regulation of Sanitation of Food promotes the growing pace of cold chain in food. During about recent 20 years, food cold chain in China is developing. Some food processing companies, including foreign trade companies, had set up a system of cold chain logistics. Although the system is not that complete, it’s gradually improved.

![Figure 1: The Development of Cold Chain Logistics Industry](source)

Figure 1: The Development of Cold Chain Logistics Industry
Source: Yan Yongli. Analysis on Cold Chain Logistics in Logistics Company.

Cold chain logistics in China, as can be forecasted, is a new industry with high demand of technology and operation level. Moreover, the profit is also considerable. With the further development of economics in China, cold chain logistics will surely be highly needed. Thus, as an industry of high investment and high technology, enter into the industry will become difficult. Some enterprises of middle or small size can hardly enter the industry although they are awfully desirous to. But facing the high initial investment of facilities, high expenses on training
professionals, they can hardly afford.

However, on the other side, it’s absolutely a great opportunity for those large companies who can pay for the investment and have the ability to operate such a large system. These companies may become a great 3rd party leader tomorrow. And now, cold chain logistics industry is coming into a period of high development. It offers a huge room for those large enterprises. With the continuous entry of those large companies, I never suspect that the spring of cold chain logistics industry is coming.

2.2 The feasibility of the further development on cold chain logistics

In China, rapid development of economics also brings in booming in many industries, including the cold chain industry. Although it’s still an infant industry, there are many conditions promoting to the development of it.

2.2.1 Change of consuming style of citizens

Nowadays, youngsters take up a high rate in all consumers. The quick pace of life and work attribute to their limited time in kitchen, they are always busy working, doing other things and thus have little time in enjoying life, so those freezing and frozen food are the best choice for them in kitchen. It saves time!

Moreover, they had higher requirement on those kinds of food than their parents, they want these food contains higher added value. For example, they may want the freezing/frozen food be well prepared, is clean enough and waiting for them to eat as long as they put them into the microwave oven. Or, they may choose the food that
have already be arranged in groups, they don’t need to wait to thaw the meat or vegetables and then cut them into pieces, add some flavoring like pepper or tomato sauces into them, all of which have extremely strong demand for cold chain logistics but putting forward a more complicated case onto the food cold chain logistics.

2.2.2 New pattern in retail industry enter the cold chain field

Some new patterns in retail industry appear, such as supermarket, mall, which makes it possible for organizational integration of those freezing/frozen foods. They require the suppliers change their way of distributing goods.

Before, these suppliers always transport the goods which each retailer needs one by one, as soon as they got the information that the retailer needs some kinds of goods, they will delivery the goods to them directly. Then a problem appears, maybe about 200 branch supermarkets may ask the same supplier 2 to 3 times a week for the supply of goods, then the supplier will deliver about 600 times for the goods. However, these branch supermarkets don’t ask for the supply at the same time. Maybe the one which they pass by today don’t have the requirement today, but they send out their requirement the next day. This is because the difficulty in forecasting the selling capacity. But all of these reduce the service level of supplier. They may have difficulty in delivering the goods in time or to assure the quality of the goods transported.

Fortunately, now, they changed their way of distribution. First, the subsidiary companies collect the selling information of each net spot to see what kind of goods they need separately. And then, those subsidiary companies transfer this information to the distribution center. After that, the distribution center matches
goods. Finally, trucks deliver these goods to each supermarket. In this way, the distribution center saves a lot of time in dealing with the requirement of different supermarket and has enough time in checking, thus ensure the quality of transportation. The new organizational pattern of supermarket makes the cold chain logistics more feasible.

2.2.3 Other factors that affect

There are some other factors that make the implement of cold chain logistics becomes possible. For instance, the application of computer technology which makes the transfer of information becomes quicker and nicety. With the internet, suppliers and supermarket or subsidiary companies can communicate with a certain kind of software or system on the selling information, let the suppliers know exactly what kind of goods they need, when they will need it, and how many they need.

Another factor is the fierce competition in the market. More and more supermarkets well up in the market, consumers have many more choices. They are free to choose whichever they want in any supermarket, and supermarkets are trying every means to attract new customers besides to retain the old ones. The quality, of course, becomes an important standard except price. So the managers of supermarket will surely pay more attention on how to improve the quality of goods, especially those freezing/frozen foods that easily go perished. Thus, cold chain logistics becomes necessary.

Now that the cold chain logistics is so important, how is the cold chain logistics in developed countries and in China at present?
3. Status quo of cold chain logistics in developed countries and in China

3.1 Execution of cold chain logistics in developed countries

3.1.1 Some statistics and characteristics

Cold chain originated from the invention of chilling machine in the upper half of 19th century. With the appearance of refrigerator, many kinds of foods that need to be kept fresh and chilling poured into market and families. And food cold chain system had been primarily set up until 1930s. But unfortunately, cold chain in Europe had been destroyed during the World War II in 1940s. Luckily, it recovered soon after war. And now, a complete food cold chain system has formed in the developed countries in both Europe and America.

World Food Logistics Organization (WFLO), founded in 1943, was highly effective in improving refrigerator technology in storage and processing, professional training, information communication, research and development. Furthermore, it upgrades into a thorough logistics service especially in perishable foods.

U.S.A set up a Cold Chain Association in 2002. The association, which mainly tackles with the problems relating to those perishable goods, contains airways, forwarding agent, transportation parties inland and equipment producers. They also set up standardized guideline for the transportation of temperature controlling goods.
In the year 2004, America Cold Chain Association issued Cold Chain Quality Index, and announced that this standard can be used to test the reliability, quality and proficiency of the enterprises that transport, process and deposit perishable goods. Moreover, it will lay the foundation for the attestation of the whole supply chain of perishable goods without any doubt (It’s Important for Alliance to Support Cold Chain Logistics, 2005, pp. 45-46). Now, developed countries are evaluating about how the food service industry satisfy the requirement of consumers, how is the performance of logistics service companies. Besides that, they pay much attention on the relationship between freezing/frozen food industry and environment as well as the legislation about the cryogen used in food transportation.

America now owns about 180,000 refrigerator cars and insulated vans. The number in Japan is about 150,000, while in Germany, France, it’s about 50,000. However, there are only 30,000 or so in China. 83%-90% of perishable goods are delivered by refrigerated transport in Europe, America and Japan. Moreover, the rate of transportation of perishable goods on highway achieves 65%-85% in developed countries. (Lu Gang, 2005, pp. 50-52)

Meanwhile, because of the free economic policy in America, the logistics business is booming and forms logistics structure characteristics of several channels and forms. During the recent 10 years, logistics industry in America grows up at a rate of 20% annually. In the year 2003, business of American logistics industry is about 936 billion USD, 26 billion more than that in 2002 but takes up about 8.5% of GDP in America, which is 0.2% lower than that in the year 2002. (Song Liang, 2005, p.18)
Table 1: Scale and Structure of Annual Logistics Cost in America

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Year 1999</th>
<th>Year 2000</th>
<th>Year 2001</th>
<th>Year 2002</th>
<th>Year 2003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost of stock</td>
<td>3330</td>
<td>3740</td>
<td>3390</td>
<td>2980</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation cost</td>
<td>5540</td>
<td>5900</td>
<td>5810</td>
<td>5770</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistics administrative management cost</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>9220</td>
<td>10030</td>
<td>9570</td>
<td>9100</td>
<td>9360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual growing rate</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>-4.6</td>
<td>-4.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion in GDP</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Armstrong & Associates Inc

3.1.2 Experience

To ensure the quality and lower the loss, America focuses on the processes after the vegetables be picked. They usually take the process as Figure 2.

Thus, through the process and techniques as above, there will be merely any broken of the cold chain in the whole transportation process. With every detail be carefully tackled with, loss caused during transportation in America is only 1% to 2%. (Lu Gang, 2005, p.62)

Techniques in those advanced countries are also much better. For instance, in Japan,
when they are transporting agricultural and sideline products, their refrigeration system is to provide electronic power in train or container. They put the refrigerator facilities onto the train to maintain the low temperature and fresh. When the foods are loaded on the ground, they also use the electronic power there to keep the function of refrigerator facilities. In this way, they assure the necessary low temperature in the whole process: from the transportation of the original material, until they get to the consumers.

Figure 2: Processes Americans Take After the Vegetables be Picked
3.2 Status quo of cold chain logistics in China

Nowadays, cold chain logistics system in China is still not complete, no matter comparing with economical development or with consumption of advanced countries, there is still a long way for China to go. For example, the annual foodstuff in China valued $300 billion USD in total, in which 20% was wasted in the process of transportation. Only 20% of foodstuff undergoes the processing of cold storage, while the figure in western countries is 90%. The wastage of cold chain in China is more than 60% while it is no more than 30% in other advanced countries. (Song Liang, 2005, pp. 18-20) The phenomenon of breaking up of cold chain is serious also.

Table 2: Cold Chain in Advanced Countries and in China

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contents</th>
<th>Advanced countries</th>
<th>China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precooling rate</td>
<td>U.S. and Europe:</td>
<td>30% or so</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80%-100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lose rate after picking</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>20%-40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refrigerated transportation ability</td>
<td>U.S.: 160,000 refrigerated truck</td>
<td>30000 refrigerated truck, 6792 refrigerated train</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refrigerated transportation rate</td>
<td>80%-90%</td>
<td>Less than 50% in all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refrigerated ability</td>
<td>80 million in all</td>
<td>7 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold chain management</td>
<td>Efficient</td>
<td>Process is complex</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Yang Bo, Zhao Gang. Cold Chain: Lagged Chain and Its Rebuilding
Maybe the cold chain is quite ok until it get to the free market, however, because of the food stuffs are sold separately and some of the foods which need to be refrigerated can’t be transported to the refrigerated house of supermarket, thus reflect on the broken of cold chain. What attribute to these terrible conditions? I classify the reasons as following:

### 3.2.1 Lack of an influential 3\textsuperscript{rd} party logistics leader

Comparing with logistics development in advanced countries, logistics in China is still on its first step. But in recent few years, logistics industry is developing in an extremely fast pace. However, there is still hardly any large companies which can act as the leader in 3\textsuperscript{rd} party logistics industry.

There are two reasons for this: In 1990s, the definition of logistics came into China, and then many small companies which mainly dealt with transportation business transferred to logistics industry. Most of these companies are still transportation companies instead of logistics companies. With small scale, unprofessional workers, poor equipments, they can’t deal with any complex problems. Actually, they are still traditional transportation companies, but just change their title.

Second, as a real 3\textsuperscript{rd} party cold chain logistics, what they need is not only professional and experienced workers, but also abundant capital for the equipment and facilities, such as the refrigerator trucks, temperature controlling system, large warehouses, sound distribution centers and so on. Meanwhile, they need capital to train the workers for some advanced operational and theoretical knowledge. Take Bright Dairy & Food Co., Ltd as an example: they do their business according to three channels. One is from the factory to some supermarket and convenience
stores and promises a distribution of “365*24”, one is directly to the consumers, and the other one is introducing their products into separate communities. All of their distributions are done under a freezing environment (0-4 ℃) and keeps the cold chain unbroken. Even in the hot July, the temperature is as high as 35 ℃ or more; you can still feel the cool pour forth from the warehouse when you are near the door of their warehouse. As soon as the dairy is squeezed out, it’s cooled and put into the truck and transported to the factory for the processing. When the products are finished, they are put into the refrigerator warehouse in logistics distribution center and then sent directly to the supermarket. In order to assure the close connection of cold chain, in Bright, they have a special design of porch, the temperature of which is kept at 0 ℃ to 10 ℃. When the refrigerator trucks come to warehouse to pick the products, they first drive into the porch. To keep the cold chain unbroken even in the last minute, Bright Company invested as much as 5 million RMB to perfect the refrigerator house in communities to assure that the temperature is kept until it reached consumer’s hands. Even more, they brought in many information systems, such as WMS. In the project of setting up a logistics distribution center, they invested about 170 million, a large amount of money is put into the exploration of information. Now in the whole East China, Bright Company has over 10 thousands networks, which covers more than 20 cities. Their daily traffic volume is at about 5,000 tons, distance is about 100,000 kilometers, amount to the distance of 40 rounds between Shanghai and Beijing. (Li Weihua, 2004, p.62) Another typical example is Yum! Brands, Inc. They have a distribution center of 5736 square meters, which contains 3002 square meters’ warehouse for dry goods and 1400 squire meters of warehouse for frozen goods while 400 square meters for freezing foods. The center storage and transportation department operate 24 hours continuously everyday to provide logistics service for over 250 KFC and Pizza Hut spots. They distribute an
amount of 5 million boxes every year with a distance of 3.5 million kilometers. When it comes to the managing aspect, they also take the international standard of FEFO (first expiration, first out) that ensures the quality as well as safety of foodstuff. (Li Weihua, 2004, p.62) Thus, the high entry requirement hampers many companies from doing the business. That’s why hardly any companies can be said as a top leader in 3rd party cold chain logistics.

### 3.2.2 Low efficiency of distribution, poor basic facilities

There are more than 2500 meat-processing factories in China, which produce 60 million tons of meat per year; 2500 processing factories of fast frozen food which produce 10 million tons or more fast frozen foods. Besides that, 1500 cold drink producing companies produce 10 million tons cold drinks. And there are more than 50 million tons aquatic products. All of those products are supposed to be transported through refrigerated transportation. (Lu Gang, 2005, pp. 50-52)

On the whole, refrigerated technology and facilities in China are keeping following the international pace. 20 years ago, most of the chilling processing equipment in freezing industry are mainly refrigeration compressor, direct expansion air cooler, evaporation pump, brine ice-making and so on. Processing measures are limited, with high intensity of work but low level of product, which also consumes much energy. After mid 1980s, many of our self-research and developed technology and equipment were brought forward. Many of advanced technology on ice-making technology, deep freezing technology, modern roboticized equipments in refrigerated warehouse are highly used in freezing and frozen industries in China, such as: forced-aircooling, differential pressure cooling, vacuum cooling, controlled atmosphere (CA) and so on.
However, there are still many serious problems in the development of cold chain logistics in China. Although the capacity of refrigerated warehouse is increasing year by year, still, in some other areas, because of the lagged behind technology of refrigerated warehouse, the quantity of food stuff isn’t go up with the capacity of warehouse. At present, it is quite good if the storing quantity can reach 70%, the storage of a refrigerated warehouse can be only 20% to 30% of its capacity, some even less than 10%. The slow development of cold chain logistics incarnate not only on the high vacancy rate of warehouse, but also on the poor freezing/frozen technology. Some technologies in some of areas are just behaved as about the
technological level of 1980s in other countries. Actually, unbalance of cold chain logistics in China is outstanding. In some poor areas or in some free markets of agricultural products, they have their own self-made cold chain, that is to put some ice in the foam box, and then put those fresh fruits on the ice to achieve the function of heat preservation.

The poor cold chain facilities and equipment result in the following results: first, it brings a high waste rate of foodstuffs. Comparing with some advanced countries, the consumption of those foods which are easily go perished is not high, but attribute to the poor technology and low efficiency of insulated transportation, the rate of perishing remains at a high position. Every year, more than 1 million tons of fruit go perished or sold at a low price, and about 400,000 tons of fish go bad. There are about 30,000 insulated trucks in China while there are more than 200,000 in U.S.. Meanwhile, the rate of refrigerated transportation for those perishable foodstuffs is only 15% to 20%, while the number in developed countries is as high as 80% to 90%. (Li Xu, 2004, p.8) What’s more, the poor equipment also brings in some hidden danger of those foods.

3.2.3 Lack of professionals

There’s a famous Chinese saying goes as ‘Modern competition is a competition on talents and professionals’. China is a country with abundant labor; there are many workers in the cold chain logistics field. However, what most of these workers do are easy jobs, like drivers, storekeepers and so on. When it comes to the managing level, there are few professionals. Some of the managers are still on their way of studying and had little experience. Moreover, because cold chain logistics is an industry which needs advanced technology, those professionals who knows well
about the technology and management of cold chain, or skillful in operation of cold chain logistics are highly needed. Nevertheless, to solve this problem, we still have a long way to go.

3.2.4 Lack of operational experience

Due to the specialty of cold chain logistics business, the requirement of operational quality is extremely high. Many logistics companies, however, just transferred from transportation companies, most of their businesses are relating with cold chain transportation, which is only a part of cold chain logistics. They seldom have any complete cold supply chain management or technology index system, and lack of integrate operational experience on cold chain logistics, which also bring on the difficulties in doing some complex business and can hardly achieve the standard.

Moreover, the specialty of cold chain logistics requires a high standard for the quality control on products, most of the fresh food producing enterprises suspicious on outsourcing the logistics, they prefer doing the logistics themselves. Besides that, most of the target customers are assembled in a certain area; it’s easy to form specificity as well as exclusivity in those suppliers that have already existed.

3.2.5 High logistics cost

China has an awfully high logistics cost comparing with those advanced countries. It is reported that logistics cost in U.S. takes up only 9% of the whole operational cost while the logistics cost in China takes up about 20%. From the perspective of storage, the turn around time of products in Chinese enterprises is about 35 to 45 days, however, the inventory time of products in developed countries’ enterprises is
less than 10 days. In addition, Chinese enterprises prefer to use their own fleet, but the vacancy ratio is up to 37%. Meanwhile, the loss of products caused because of poor package is 15 billion RMB per year, loss of cargo transportation is 50 billion RMB every year. (Xu Bonian, 2004, p.8) What’s a large number! Then what’s the origin of this poor situation?

According to Professor Wang, Zhitai, a famous logistics specialist, the high logistics cost influence not only the competitiveness of enterprises and products, but also lower the level of general operational standard of national economy. He pointed out in an interview that there are many reasons for the high logistics cost, but the most important factor is the separation of logistics basis that lies in system construction in China and caused low efficiency of logistics. (Huang Zhu, 2003, pp. 12-14) Many logistics basic platform such as railway, airway, highway and water transportation are separated in China, they always doing their own business and controlled by different departments of government. For instance, railway container is an independent system, separated from international seaway transportation and the procedure can be loaded down with trivial details. However, one of logistics characteristics is that they can’t just rely on only one mode of transportation, those transportation modes need to be connected closely, that is multimodal transportation. For example, we may transport some containers to railway by trucks and then transfer those containers to one port to transport by vessels, and finally transported by trucks to the final warehouses. During the whole process, if the transferring in any circle is not efficient, the total logistics cost will be much higher.

3.3 Actions that have been taken by government and enterprises

Facing the continuous developing Chinese economy and increasing customers’
demand for freezing and frozen food, cold chain logistics is more and more important in modern societies. Government takes a lot of actions in standardizing the regulations of cold chain as well as controlling of food safety. As cold chain logistics is the developing trend for logistics, and the future of cold chain logistics will be bright without any doubt, many enterprises are also trying every means to enter into this new industry. Those who had already entered into the field are attempting in finding new ways to improve the conditions they are in now.

3.3.1 Government set up regulations

Early in 1986, Key Point of Communications and Transportation Policy in China, which is announced by State Department had pointed out clearly that in China, we should put much energy in develop freezing and frozen transportation to meet the increasing requirement of fresh food consumption.

Besides that, ministry of communications issued a Program of Traffic Transportation Development during 2001 and 2010. In the program, it pointed out that we should put more energy on the construction of container transportation, and promote the specialization, modernization and scaled management of fresh and chilling foodstuff transportation.

In the year 2004, Chinese State Department announced in Suggestions of Policies in Improving Village Work and Increase International Agriculture Producing Ability that every province should pay attention to the construction of agricultural cold chain that focus mainly on chilling and low temperature.

In February 2005, the Ministry of Communications in China announced to the public
that at the end of 2005, we would build a green network for fresh agricultural products, which is the first low cost transportation network for fresh agricultural products. This network will be 27,000 kilometers long, covers more than 30 capital cities and 71 prefecture-level cities. (Wang Zilin, 2005, p.18)

After the horrible bird flu appears, on 25th October 2005, Chinese Grocery Industry Association draw up a Standard on the Environment of Supermarket. It specified in detail on the display of equipments and processing, mainly focus on the cleaning and temperature. Such as: equipment that displays should keep clean, no water accumulation or besmirch on the floor, fix date for cleaning, and keep related record. The area which used to store fresh food and materials should be equipped with low temperature storage facilities, contains freezing and frozen warehouse. The temperature for freezing warehouse should be between –2℃ and 5℃ while the temperature of frozen warehouse should be under –18℃. This standard, aims not only at bird flu, but also aims at the foodstuff safety environment. It will promote the standardized operation of supermarket and improve the environment, and improve the cold chain level in a certain way as well.

3.3.2 Logistics enterprises enter into cold chain logistics

With a high regard of government, and high development of cold chain logistics, as well as the increasing needs of chilling foods, more and more enterprises become to realize that cold chain logistics will be a challenging and profitable industry. Thus, the prosperity of cold chain logistics abstracts numerous logistics enterprises to enter into cold chain logistics market. There are several examples for this.
On February 21st, 2005, DHL announced to own 60% of Shanghai Yuhe Refrigerated Express’s stock ownership by the way of tender offers. Originated owned by Fujian Zhangzhou Yuhe Corporation, the name of Shanghai Yuhe Refrigerated Express will be changed to DHL Yuhe Low Temperature Logistics Co., Ltd, which means that DHL is entering into the refrigeration market of low temperature logistics.

Besides that, Shanghai Food Co., Ltd, which is owned by Jinjiang Group, is also a pioneer on this. They thought, Shanghai food market put out almost 67 million tons of fresh food every day, yearly consumption grows at a rate of 8%. (Li Weihua, 2004, pp. 62-63) In the supermarket, cold chain food stuffs takes up more than 20% that shows a prosperous future. Especially that Shanghai Food Co., Ltd owns 18 refrigerated warehouses in and out of the city, with a total storage of 138,000 tons, which is an absolute advantage for the company. Based on this, they set up a joint venture called Shanghai Xintiantian Dazhong Cold Logistics Co., Ltd with Dazhong Communications Co., Ltd and a Japanese company---Mitsui Co., Ltd.
4. Developing prospect and opportunities of cold chain logistics in China

According to the prosperous industry, we can imagine how the cold chain logistics industry in China will develop, and whether there are any special opportunities and potential chances. In China, there is a high consumption of fresh food. In 2003, 700 million tons of fresh foods were produced and 240 million tons were consumed. Fresh food cost takes up 51% of urban residents’ total cost of food. (Su Xiujin, 2005, p. 31) And the percentage is still growing.

Table 3: Yearly Growth of Consumption of Different Fresh Foods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Meat</th>
<th>Fruit</th>
<th>Vegetables</th>
<th>Aquatic products</th>
<th>Dairy products</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yearly growth</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>25.8%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Su Xiujin. Research on Logistics Planning of Food Cold Chain

4.1 Analyze by classification of refrigerated food

4.1.1 Cold drink logistics

Cold drink market in our country is keeping growing. Total consumption grew to 1.47 million tons in 2002 from 0.55 million tons in 1990. (Su Xiujin, 2005, p.26) There’s now slight difference of seasonal reasons in consumption. We can see
many people, especially girls and children still love those cold drinks even in chilling winter. And we can always buy them in fast stores at any time in the year. At present, there are more than 4000 ice-cream producing companies in our country. In the year 2003, the production of cold drinks is up to 1.6 million tons, 7% more than the figure in the year 2002. Although it’s reported that the consumption of cold drinks in China is just one fifth of that in western countries, the potential of this market is huge.

![Figure 4: Forecast of Cold Drinks Production in China (Unit: 10,000 tons)](image)

Source: Yan Yongli. Logistics Companies Do Business Analysis on Cold Logistics

![Figure 5: Consumption of Cold Drinks Market in China (Unit: 10,000 tons)](image)

Source: Yan Yongli. Logistics Companies Do Business Analysis on Cold Logistics
Take ice cream for example, during the recent years, the production of ice cream is growing. The production of ice cream in the recent 3 years is keeping at 1.2 million tons and is about 1.4 in last year. The production of ice cream between January and April in the year 2005 increased 30% comparing with the number in 2004. The
highest figure is 50%. (Yan Yongli, 2004, p.19) However, it is also reported that there isn’t much change in the term of transportation.

In some western countries, consumption is about 30 kg/person in one year and the number is even up to 45 in U.S., while the figure is only 1 in China. (Yan Yongli, 2004, p.19) We can get a conclusion from the figure that there’s still large room for the growth of consumption of ice cream. With the continuous change of consumers’ consuming habit for cold drinks and the increasing of income, enlargement of consumers as well as the development of urbanization, the production and consumption of cold drinks will take on an upwards trend.

At present, Guangdong, Beijing, Shanghai, Northeast are the most centralized areas of cold drinks producing and selling, the number of cold drinks producing companies is growing. In 2002, there were only 9 large enterprises that sold more than an amount of 100 million RMB, except for 18 middle-size companies. (Zhen Hailang, 2004, p.9) Some of the brands such as Bright, Yili, Mengniu take up more than 80% of the market. There is a fierce competition on the market share, which brings a war of price. Except for developing new style of cold drinks, many companies are trying to lower the price of their products to attract more consumers. However, the cold drinks industry is an industry with limited profit. Thus, what these enterprises should do is to lower the cost, especially logistics cost.

Cold chain logistics in cold drinks is comparably easy. The technology is not very difficult and the business operation is simple. The logistics demand is increasing and there are already some basic facilities, experience and customer channels. However, there’s another problem for the cold drinks logistics party: how can they take advantage of transportation resources when the consumption of cold drinks is
relatively small.

### 4.1.2 Meat cold logistics

There are more than 3000 meat-processing companies in China in 2005, with a capital of $10 billion. In 2004, meat production in China is 72.45 million tons, 4.5% more than that in 2003, and becomes the biggest meat producing country. However, the production of manufactured meat is about 2 million tons per year, less than 4% of the total meat production, while the figure in advanced countries is as high as 40% to 70% (Yan Yongli, 2004, p.26). Assuming that the production gets to 30%, the needs for manufactured meat will be 18 million tons. There is still a developing room for 16 million tons. Thus, we can see from the increasing requirement for total meat consumption and manufactured meat, there is huge potential for manufactured meat.

![Figure 8: Forecast of Manufactured Meat Consumption](image)

Source: Yan Yongli. Logistics Companies Do Business Analysis on Cold Logistics
Figure 9: Manufactured Meat Takes Up in Total Meat Production

Besides the consumption in cities, the consumption of meat will also grow in rural areas. With the development of rural areas, the income will grow and then the consumption of meat. It is forecasted that in the year 2010, the average consumption of manufactured meat in China will grow to 10 kg/person. Moreover, meat manufactured industry is now in the developing period, that is: number of consumers grows rapidly, production and selling amount grows continuously.

In doing the manufactured meat logistics, the advantages are that many enterprises are likely to outsource the logistics part to focus on their own core business. There are many kinds of value-added services in the logistics and is profitable. Meanwhile, as the demand of meat will keep at a high level in the following years, the risk is low. Although the value-added services require a certain initial investment and operation experience, the business in this area is still very attractive.

4.1.3 Quick frozen food cold logistics

Quick frozen food are those fresh food, which are quickly frozen and then put under the temperature of $-18^\circ\text{C}$, and can be eaten after the simple thaw, heating or cooking,
like quick frozen dumplings.

Investigation shows that more than half of citizens like quick frozen food and 60% of families have bought the quick frozen food in the recent half-year. According to the statistics, in the year between 1999 and 2001, quick frozen food sells best among all the necessities in supermarkets. From 1995, the quick frozen food in China increases at a rate of 20%, and became the quickest growing food processing industry in 1990s. Its yearly production is about 10 million tons. In the recent years, the consumption grows at a rate of 10% to 30%. There are almost 2,000 all kinds of quick frozen food producing factories that makes a sales amount of 10 billion RMB. (Xu Bonian, 2004, p.34) During these years, many large enterprises appeared in coastal province and cities, especially in East China and Pearl River Delta. Data also shows that in advanced countries, average consumption of quick frozen food is above 20 kg, and grows at a rate of 30%.

Many of companies grow up in this situation and keep developing. Youcan Food Group is one of a successful example. Its core products are cold drinks, dairy products, frozen instant foods and now develops many new types such as boiled dumplings, boiled rice dumplings, special snack, glutinous rice dumplings and so on. Meanwhile, it set up a strategic cooperation with a famous Singapore Food Invest Operation Group and is now growing as an international food making enterprise and food group with frozen industry as its core business. In 2006, Youcan group is programming to promote the national market and intends to build a world-famous brand in 2 or 3 years.

In quick frozen food cold logistics, there are many kinds of value-added services, such as packing by different types, picking out the small ones which are not suitable
and so on. What’s more, the demand for quick frozen food is increasing, which ask for a sound logistics system. As a quick developing industry, the risk is relatively small when doing the logistics business but with huge potential.

4.1.4 Dairy product cold logistics

During the last few years, dairy product industry grows very fast. Many of the bases are newly built and enlarged; technologies are obviously better than before and reached a world advanced level.

![Figure 10: Production of Dairy Products in China (Unit: 10,000 tons)]

In 1995, the production of dairy products is only 6.73 million tons, but this number quickly grows to 23.68 million tons in 2004, 18.2 kg per person in average. It’s estimated that in 2030, the production will reach 64 million tons. In 2005, the average consumption of dairy products in urban areas is ¥124.7, three times more than that in ten years ago. It is estimated that in the following five to ten years, dairy product in China will grow at a speed of 10%, and in 2015, the average production of dairy products will grow to 30 kg, 2.5 times of 8.5 kg in 2000. (Yan
When we compare the consumption of dairy products in China with the number of the world, we can see clearly that dairy products in China still have huge room of development. The average consumption in world is 100 kg. The figure in advanced countries is 200 kg and 30 kg in developing countries. The number is Asia is 40 kg, however, the figure in China is only 19 kg. (See figure 11)

Table 4: Developing Situation of Dairy Product Industry in China

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2002</th>
<th>2003</th>
<th>Growth</th>
<th>2004</th>
<th>Growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liquid milk production</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Unit: 10,000 tons)</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>60.2%</td>
<td>806</td>
<td>38.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid dairy production</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Unit: 10,000 tons)</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>33.0%</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Unit: ¥100 million)</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>34.6%</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>38.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total profit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Unit: ¥100 million)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit margin</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
<td>-7.4%</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>-19.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Yan Yongli. Logistics Companies Do Business Analysis on Cold Logistics

Because most of the milk are from north China such as Inner Mongolia and Hei Longjiang, a large amount of milk in the market now in south are transported from northern China. The consumption of dairy products in urban areas takes up more than 80% of market share while the average consumption in rural areas was only
3.62 kg in 2004, only 14% of which in urban. (Zhao Zhijun, 2005, p.5) However, with the increasing income, the developing of economics as well as the change of consumption ideas of people, the consumption will be higher in near future. After the fierce competition, Yili, Mengniu and Bright Company take up about half of the liquid milk market share. However, there are still more than 1500 dairy enterprises, most of which are middle or small sized companies.

![Figure 11: Average Consumption of Dairy Products in Different Areas (Unit: Kg)](image)

Besides that, there is a high requirement for the transportation of dairy products. The fresh milk needs to be transported to milk company for processing and need to be distributed every day. In order to avoid the milk from perishing, especially in hot summer, the milk always be transported in early morning or late evening. And to keep the milk from pollution, the milk should be filled up to avoid the high temperature brought by rolling. From the conditions above, we can get a conclusion that as a logistics company in this industry, as long as we build a sound transportation system to assure the quality of the dairy products, and transport the product in a right route and in time, a bright future is waiting for us.
4.2 Business opportunities of cold chain logistics in rural areas in China

Residents in rural areas take up a large part of total population in China. There are about 880 million rural residents in China, which accounts for about 70% of the total population. However, in the total social retail sale of consumer goods, only one forth of it is from rural areas. Luckily, with the abundant resources in rural areas like animal husbandry, the growing income and the change of consuming attitude, the market in rural areas will boom soon.

Figure 12: Personal Disposable Income in Both Urban and Rural Areas (Unit: RMB)

Figure 13: Average Consumption of Dairy Products in Rural Areas in China
(Unit: Kg/Person)

Source: Yan Yongli. Logistics Companies Do Business Analysis on Cold Logistics
5 Rationalization analysis of cold chain logistics in China

5.1 Management part

In order to higher the level of cold chain logistics in China, there are several means we could do. As a government, facing the increasing requirement for cold chain logistics and to ensure of safety of foodstuffs, there are several managing ways they could follow.

5.1.1 Set up cold chain standard for food stuffs

There’s no specific standard for food stuffs cold chain standard at present, many of the operations are not canonical, and may bring the problem to the quality of food stuffs. Thus, it's necessary for the government to set up a feasible policy and effective supervision system to closely supervise the operation conditions of fresh food in each step of the cold chain. Moreover, it’s important for the government to set up some policies to restrict and force the producing, processing and transportation companies to use complete cold chain logistics. For example, the government may implement a tax policy that the government charge environmental fee for the rubbishes produced by perishable foods. (Li Xuejun and Wang Jian, 2002, p. 26) The rubbishes may be brought by never using cold chain during the transportation.

Besides that, the government may set aside a certain sum of money in helping some
important enterprises with building a complete and effective cold chain logistics system. However, it may be a large sum of expenditure for the government. Thus, the government should better find out the weakest circle of the cold chain logistics. Take the dairy products for example. We all know that the supply chain of dairy products should not be too long or else the products will be out of date and go perished. Thus many dairy enterprises mainly concentrate on the origin of dairy and set up milk production basis in dominative consumption cities. However, is it useful? Let’s see what’s hiding under the dairy secret: the origin of those dairy products is farmers, who are the production body that is composed mainly by individual families. Although “decentralized cultivation, centralized acquisition” becomes the only choice, this kind of independent and decentralized unit is far different from what is need in modern producing enterprises. It can’t stand fire of competition. And because that the dairy farmers in China can’t become shareholders of dairy enterprises like in many Northern European countries, so that dairy farmers become the weakest circle of the cold chain. Also, there’s contradiction between dairy enterprises and farmers. However difficult it is to get the dairy products, the procurement price just keeps unchanged. And the selling channel of dairy farmers is very limited; they can only sell their products to the enterprises. Those big dairy enterprises take control of milk and price and never form a coordinate relationship with the poor dairy farmers. Actually in the whole supply chain of dairy products, the profit rate of producing, processing and selling is 1:3.5:5.5, dairy farmers are the poorest but with the highest risk.

Because the specialty of dairy products, the preservation condition of products is very strict, however, the building of cold chain cost much and need to invest a large sum of money. Thus many dairy enterprises just ensure the cold chain investment in the process of selling, for the upstream processes, they will only extend to the
procurement of dairy products, and the preserve circle between decentralized cultivate and centralized acquisition will be ignored in the market. However, it’s a circle that is easily broken. The dairy farmers can’t ensure the selling amount of their products and all of this is decided by the dairy enterprises. If they require for more, they can sell more, if they limit their volume of purchasing, their milk will be wasted without any choice. Thus, those poor farmers won’t be willing to put much money in preservation of milk or to build a cold chain for the safety of dairy products.

Then it comes to the problem of government. How to solve the problem and drive the farmers to follow a cold chain logistics? In order to abstain the farmers from fearing the trouble back at home, the government of Canada and Australia take in the policy of renewable portfolios standard in purchasing milk to assure the milk selling of farmers, the part that exceeds the RPS takes the market price. In U.S., when the purchasing price is less than a certain amount, the government will take a price support policy, which is to say, the government will purchase a large amount of dairy products to ensure the purchasing price of dairy products at a high price level. As the figure showed below, the surplus part between supply and demand are bought by the government.
5.1.2 Cultivate more professionals in cold chain logistics

As a newly developing industry, professionals are awfully needed. A cold chain logistics company needs professionals not only have theoretical background but also real practice. Besides, the logistics professionals needed should know not only about warehouse management or one kind of transportation tool or with single knowledge structure but with thorough logistics operation and management knowledge. With which, they can improve and optimize the task under any condition. Logistics service is dynamic and continuous. The improvement is the basis of development of enterprises. To transport cargo from one place to another in time and need to assure the quality of cargo, especially those perishable foodstuffs, the transportation process need to be designed carefully, strictly and scientifically. As a professional, one needs to know exactly about the transportation network, choose a proper tool, a best route and the lowest cost. Any problem in any circle will bring lost for the whole company. Thus, the professionals need to have precise
thinking mode as well as thorough knowledge.

Moreover, as a professional in cold chain logistics, a sound team spirit is important. There are several network points in the whole supply chain; any problem in any point will break the chain. So during the work, the workers should perform well not only on their own work but also the work related with harmonizing the upstream and downstream.

Another important quality is the ability of learning and application ability of information technology. More and more competition in modern logistics enterprises especially cold logistics enterprises now focus on the research and development of information technology. It’s also a process of information flow. During the process, suppliers and customers send out much information about cargoes, and get to know the conditions of cargoes when they are on their way or in the warehouse, and logistics companies need to have the ability of processing the information in time. How is the temperature, how about the conditions of the fresh cargo, whether there are any problems or not and how to tackle with it.

At present, logistics in China is facing a shortage of professionals. It is investigated that professionals in logistics is one of the most needed talents in China. About 600,000 professional are needed now and even in Shanghai, 200,000 are needed. Thus, the cultivation for professionals is strongly needed.

5.1.3 Set up professional cold logistics management system

It’s important to set up some professional cold chain logistics management system and advanced cold logistics temperature control operation management system for
the information communication between each step.

Figure 15: Cold Supply Chain Flow Chart
Source: Su, Xiujin. Research on Logistics Planning of Food Cold Chain

5.1.3.1 JIT strategic management

Transportation of fresh foodstuffs is different, because those fresh foods are easily going perished. Thus, JIT is a suitable strategy for the transportation. JIT in food logistics mainly points to transportation or distribution materials. However, JIT is now frequently used in manufacturing industry but seldom in fresh food as most of the upstream of suppliers are individuals or farmers, which are not shareholders of the enterprises and can hardly be held in. Accordingly, it’s important for the enterprises to involve the upstream farmers in the complete supply chain.

We can collect information from the experience in supermarkets or retailers that how much fresh foods may be needed by consumers and then feedback the information to the distribution center and wholesaler, and they will know how much materials they need to ask the farmers to prepare and exactly that amount. More than that amount
will be a waste, less than that amount will bring a shortage to the supermarket and retailer and influence the sales volume and profit.

Figure 16: Information and Transportation Process in Fresh Food Transportation

For instance, in Macdonald’s, in a stock cycle of a week, the manager need to estimate the safety stock in advance, and contact with distribution and selling center in Tuesday to book the refrigerated foods. After the order form is accepted, foods will be got in Wednesday and Friday. Booking team needs to check and finish a storage report including quantities, names and so on. And everyday, managers will check the quantity ordered and stock cycle, once there’s a difference, they will take emergency action.

5.1.3.2 Continuous replenishment and midway tracing strategy

To avoid the shortage of foodstuffs, continuous replenishment strategy is needed. A successful case in application of continuous replenishment strategy is “P&G---Wal-Mart’s cooperation commerce pattern”. P&G developed a continuous replenishment system and installed it for Wal-Mart. This system can help P&G watch the selling and storage conditions of its own product in Wal-Mart’s branch stores, and then adjust its producing and replenishment plan. Attributing to this system, the customer service level increased quickly while the storage decreased.
Storage, transportation, distribution are important steps in cold chain logistics. Any problem in these steps will bring the broken of chain. Temperature control is important during the process. But how can we know exactly the condition at a certain time? Macdonald’s can tell us about their midway tracing strategy. How can the logistics manager who sits in the office know how the condition of food is when the truck is still on its way? Are they frozen? Involving in the fierce competition in market, it’s reasonable to worry about this. A cooler of a 8 tons standard refrigeration truck values ¥480,000, a heavy repair is needed after every 500 hours’ operation. Many enterprises try to omit this step. From Beijing to Shanghai, only the first and the last cooler are working and those in middle are closed. But with the temperature tracing and cargo tracing, everything can be clear. The logistics company of Mac Donald’s---Havi Food Service Company didn’t use expensive tracing tools but something like the black bag used in airplanes. It can record the position of trucks precisely and can record the condition of them. All of the data about beginning time and stop time of truck, the change of temperature will be recorded.

5.1.3.3 Value-added service strategy

The consumption level of fresh food is increasing, which causes customers’ high requirement on the value-added services. As for the primary products such as vegetables, fruits and dairy products, which need refrigerated transportation, value-added services are more important in increasing logistics level.

There are several ways to implement value-added service strategy. First, the value-added service could be realized on classification and package of different kinds
of primary products. Second is proper processing of the primary products. Then the value-added services can come from the distribution. Finally, value-added service can be used in some special kinds of primary products. However, many of the enterprises just focus their value-added services on basic construction, such as simple classify, pack, label and so on which are far away from the requirement of modern logistics. Nongfa green food company does well in this field. Primarily, they packed fresh green Chinese onion, green flower vegetables, broccoli and exported them, now they process semi-manufactured dried turnip, preserved szechuan pickle and enlarge the variety of products and processing ability. They set up a mode of company-base-farmers and a vegetable cooperation that share the profit and risk. The farmers become members. They plant under the requirement of company and seed, plant, use pesticides and pick according to the company’s requirement, to assure the quality of farm products on one hand and induct other farmer’s plants under requirement. The company assemble those incompact farmers and standardize the production, through which they make a sells profit of ¥6.85 million in only 4 months.

In some advanced countries like U.S., value-added service is highly adopted in agriculture. Some traditional modes contains simply transform configuration of primary products like meat processing, grind flour, bazaar trade of primary products or transportation that takes advantages of time, clime differences. Nowadays, more innovating value-added services are taken in agriculture in advanced countries. For example, they improve related technology to transform grain into feed, abstract diesel oil from bean oil, or use modern producing technology to produce new types of food which are more convenient, with more nutrition, and much more delicious. Moreover, they can gain more profit though value-added services.
5.2 Organizing part

5.2.1 Pay more attention to 3rd party logistics in cold chain

There are many 3rd party logistics companies in China at present. However, they are not perfect. Actually, there are not any perfect 3rd party logistics companies that can do logistics very well in every field. That needs a large sum of capital. And the disperse investment in different field will bring the result that they can’t do any job well as it’s impossible for them to focus on every field. Thus, the specialization of 3rd party logistics company is the inevitable developing trend. To develop a 3rd party logistics in cold chain will be a good opportunity.

Whereas, the construction of cold chain center is a project of high investment and with a long recycle time. Most of equipment in cold chain logistics is too expensive to buy. There are difficulties for many logistics companies to outfit those facilities. That’s why there is few 3rd party logistics company in cold chain in China.

There are also successful examples: HAVI, the global logistics service provider of MacDonald’s, had already cooperate with Macdonald’s for more than 30 years. More than 60 suppliers of Macdonald’s are distributed by logistics system of HAVI to each branch. At 10 o’clock every morning, East Balt Inc., bread supplier of Macdonald’s, transfers bread to shelf on time and transports to the warehouse of HAVI through a sealed channel, then distributes to each branch store by refrigerated truck. The amount and times of freight are calculated carefully by HAVI.

Steve Bryant, freezing technology director in Ingersoll-Rand that has the biggest refrigerated warehouse and distribution center in the world, said if the cold chain can
be used properly, the quality of products would be obviously different. Only if those products taste different by supply chain, companies will be willing to invest. Most of the fresh products are precooled. For instance, in the agricultural center in California, the temperature of 20 boxes lettuce is lowered down to 32 degree from 75 degree in 90 minutes. (Translated by Zhang Gong, 2005, pp. 80-81) And then, they are put into a refrigerated warehouse and distributed by temperature-controlled trucks. Before they get to the retailer, they are stored in distribution centers.

5.2.2 Set up alliances

Cold chain logistics market is still waiting to be exploited while enterprises are poor in facilities and equipment. Under this condition, it’s difficult for a logistics company to do the 3rd party logistics business alone. Cooperation and conformity becomes the best choice for development. Cooperate with different parts is a necessary and useful tool.

5.2.2.1 Set alliance with producers

Cold chain logistics department should set alliance with different kinds of producers. At first, they’d better provide refrigerated transportation service according to small pieces of business and implement pertinent logistics management and operation system. Most of the enterprises that do the business of refrigerated transportation, such as quick frozen food transportation, cold drinks transportation as well as dairy products transportation are doing like this.

To the producers, logistics company, which has abundant experience, can help them to set up a more safety transportation environment and can enhance the management
level for producers. They can assure the consistency of cold chain in a certain extent.

![Figure 17: Set Alliance with Producers](image)

To the logistics company, they can use the resources of producers. With the continuous cooperation, the relationship with producers will be stable. They can take advantage of the refrigerated resources of producers, societies. This kind of alliance is easy to set up, can make the best of trucks and facilities resources. Although the result may not be seen in a short time, in the long run, it will increase the managing and operating level.

### 5.2.2.2 Set alliance with other logistics companies

Many of the cold chain logistics service providers are still middle sized or small ones. Their capital, experience and operational level are waiting for enhancing. However, during the process they have accumulated a certain amount of cold chain logistics basic facilities or resources or specific customer colony. Some are outstanding in brand, some are outstanding in capital while some others are prominent in management and network. If these logistics companies can work together,
especially on different aspects of business, they will make the best use of whole resources and improve themselves.

Figure 18: Set Alliance with Other Logistics Companies

This kind of alliance is good for the operation of business, it can help the logistics companies to share the resources and operate flexibly. However, there's a disadvantage. Set up logistics joint venture need a large sum of capital. Besides that, when they are doing business together, both of the companies are growing quickly, which cultivate a strong potential rival for themselves. After the cooperation of one program, the company may become their competitor.

5.2.2.3 Set alliance with business companies such as chain stores

Because the time-effect characteristics of cold chain logistics is obviously, logistics companies can consider to implement professional cold chain logistics district distribution service based on some common logistics distribution program which has already operated and matured enough. Thus, set alliance with some business companies such as chain stores is a good idea for the logistics companies.
Shanghai Xintiantian Dazhong Cold Logistics Co., Ltd, which used to be a distribution center, began its business in 3rd party cold logistics as early as the beginning of 21st century. During several years’ marketing operation, the company has accumulated many customer resources and has cultivated a lot of professionals. It takes up 34,000 square meters, has more than 11,600 refrigerators at different temperature zone, 2,800 square meters of normal temperature warehouses and 40 low temperature refrigerator trucks. It has now formed a cold chain system that can satisfy the requirement of food storage, picking and processing, transportation and so on. As an integrated logistics center of producers, supermarkets and chain stores, it mainly does the food logistics business (storage, load and unload, logistics processing, matching and distribution, transportation), especially frozen foodstuffs.

5.3 Technology part

5.3.1 Bring in information system to reduce logistics cost

Wherever the fresh foods come from, new technology should better run through the whole process of storage, transportation and temperature controlling. If the new information technology could be used properly, much cost will be saved. Moreover,
the information can be send much quicker and the veracity will be much higher.

Bryant, frozen technology global director in Ingersoll-Rand, said, ‘the wireless receiving facility at present can only record the transportation temperature of only one product. In 5 years, after the use of radio-frequency technology, the temperature report can be offered from the factory or farms continuously to the retail stores’. (Zhang Gong translated, 2005, pp. 81-82) Even consumers and some retailers can visit this kind of chip and grasp the temperature record of the product during the whole producing and transportation process.

Because the transportation distance is long, so that we should better take control of refrigerator’s door or key. If some cargo get lost or changed during the transportation, or some dangerous things added in, the safety of the cargo will be hard to estimate or even it may become a disaster. There’s one example for this: after it left factory, during the transportation, some company’s dairy products were changed by others with some fake products. Thus, it will be better for the safety of food stuffs’ transportation if electronic technology can be used in the refrigerator’s door or key controlling in transportation facilities, especially combined with geography information system application.

In cold chain transportation, some transportation are simply point-to-point. Under this condition, trucks’ route, exact location, and even the oil consumption of one-way transportation or round transportation can be easily got. However, it’s more commonly that the transportation process isn’t such an easy route. It’s always important to grasp the route and exact location of cargo when the products are vegetables, fruits, dairy products or cold drinks. If the cargo barges up against traffic jam, or postponed in airport or port, the transportation company needs to take
actions. Thus, the information system that can control and report the route and time is virtually important.

Figure 20 is on-board info platform and web info shared platform. As can be seen from the graph, the on-board info platform can collect information not only about the vehicle itself, like oil consumption, driving speed, but can also get information related with cargo, like temperature, humidity. Then the wireless communication facilities can send this information to the internet information platform center through GPRS/CDMA. After that, center can realize the sharing data according to user’s jurisdiction.

What remarkable is, through the electronic tool, it’s easier to manage the trailer and container. Through the onboard information platform in yard and dock, it can trace and manage the cargoes in yard. According to the wireless tag installed in container, it can judge automatically whether the truck or vessel transport the right cargo to avoid the phenomenon of transporting wrong cargo.
Keeping fresh of the food is a principal requirement for the food market. However, there are so many products in a supermarket, how can they ensure which one is fresh and change those which are not fresh enough? If they need to go to the shelf and check one by one, it will be a complex and difficult job. If we bring in information system, that’s will be easy. They need at first investigate each shelf and goods, and then input them into computer system in logistics center, thus set up an association
with shelf, cargo and store. Then it can easily tell which store needs which kind of cargo and how much they need. It surely enhances efficiency. And if you input the leave factory time and shelf life into the information system, they will tell you whether the products can get into the warehouse or not, which product is going out of date and you need to change, which saves a lot of time and energy to check. Thus reduce the logistics cost.

5.3.2 Increase investment in developing science and technology

We need to solve the problem of technological bottleneck that restrict the development of cold chain logistics and improve the refrigerated technology and facilities. In this way, we could use the temperature control facilities effectively and decrease the risk of delay in the process of transportation of those temperature sensitive foods.

Food cold chain contains disposing material, precooling, quick frozen, refrigeration, transportation and distribution, the corresponding facilities are disposing material facilities, precooling facilities, quick frozen facilities, refrigerated show box, refrigerator and so on. Precooling is a very important step. It’s usually done in a separated equipment to quickly lower the temperature of foods in several hours or even few minutes. Especially those vegetables and fruits, after the picking, respiration and evaporation will consume the nutrition and water of the products themselves and then bring on the crimple, wither, fade, and lower of the quality and value of the products. Precooling can restrict this kind of respiration and evaporation through four kinds of precooling techniques: air-cooling, hydrocooling, forced-air evaporative cooling and vacuum cooling. Quick frozen facilities are the key facilities in the cold-working production line and worthy the highest investment.
The quality of facilities directly influences the quality of frozen foods. Blast quick freezers, contact quick freezers, cryogenic quick freezers, liquid immersion quick freezers are the facilities used commonly at present. Besides, controlled atmosphere (CA) is always used to keep the fresh of foods.

Now, some new kinds of technologies are used in refrigerated area. First is the use of INA (ice nucleation active bacteria). (Huang Jian, Du En-jie & Shi, Wen-xing, 2004, pp. 404-410) In the process of freezing and torrefaction, water in foods can only be freeze under a certain low temperature. But if we add ice nucleation active bacteria in, we can freeze in a comparatively high temperature, thus lower the consuming cost. Besides, to keep the quality of food materials, if we add ice nucleation active bacteria in lemon juice, orange juice, coffee or dairy products, the speed of freezing and condensing can be highly increased and the cost will be lower. Another is CAS (Cell Alive System). This kind of technology can make sure that even if the food is freezing, the cell is still alive, and the products can keep fresh even if the products are ice-out. The color, fragrance and taste is as fresh as if it’s just processed. We can use this way to produce high quality foodstuffs.

Besides the refrigerated technology, facilities in refrigerated trucks and technology used in these trucks are also important. There are more than 80 refrigerated truck and heat preservation trucks producing companies in China. And more than 30,000 refrigerated trucks and heat preservation trucks are put into use. Take Henan Ice Bear Refrigerated Truck Company for example, most of their techniques are from Europe. Its characteristics are corrosion-proof, light, high density, high temperature preservation ability, good sealability and decent appearance.

Now in some advanced countries, they focus more on the refrigerated ability. They
develop different kinds of refrigerated trucks according to various requirements of customers. For instance, they add air handling installation, lift control lever, product fixture facilities in the trucks.
6. Some quantitative analysis method in reducing logistics cost

There are several quantitative methods in the practicing of improving logistics service level, which related with reducing cost, analyzing cost, choosing the best route, how to set distribution center and so on. Here, I’d like to introduce some of the methods in solving logistics problems.

6.1 Use NPV method in purchasing facilities

NPV is short for Net Present Value, which means the present value of an investment's future net cash flows minus the initial investment. Thus, the bigger the NPV is, the better the program is.

Here is an example:
Assume a cold chain logistics company is about to purchase an advanced refrigerated truck to expand the working ability. Now there are two projects A and B we can choose, assume tax rate is 40%, capital cost rate is 10%:

Project A: need to invest ¥300,000, life-span is 5 years, take straight-line amortization method, there’s no residual value after 5 years, during these 5 years, the equipment can bring an income of ¥150,000 every year. Out-of-pockets cost every year is ¥50,000.
Project B: need to invest ¥360,000, life-span is 5 years, take sum-of-the-digits amortization method, residual value is ¥60,000. The equipment can bring an income of ¥170,000 every year, out-of-pockets cost in the first year is ¥60,000, during the following years the cost will increase ¥3,000 as maintenance fee. Moreover, it need to prepay ¥30,000 as current capital.

We can solve the problem like this:

Operating cash flow = (income-out-of-pockets cost–depreciation) * (1-tax rate) + depreciation

Project A: Depreciation=300,000/5=¥60,000

Year 1-5: Operating cash flow = (150,000-50,000-60,000)*(1-40%)+60,000

=84,000

NPV(A) = 84,000*3.79081-300,000 = ¥18,427.2

Project B:

Depreciation = (investment-residual value)*years can be used/ total years

---

1 Get from PVIFA table, PVIFA_{10\%}, 5
Table 5: Calculation of Operating Cash Flow in Each Year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Year 3</th>
<th>Year 4</th>
<th>Year 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>170,000</td>
<td>170,000</td>
<td>170,000</td>
<td>170,000</td>
<td>170,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-pockets cost</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>63,000</td>
<td>66,000</td>
<td>69,000</td>
<td>72,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before tax profit</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>27,000</td>
<td>44,000</td>
<td>61,000</td>
<td>78,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After tax profit</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>16,200</td>
<td>26,400</td>
<td>36,600</td>
<td>46,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual value</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating cash flow</td>
<td>106,000</td>
<td>96,200</td>
<td>86,400</td>
<td>76,600</td>
<td>156,800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NPV(B) = 106,000*0.9091^1 + 96,200*0.8264^2 + 86,400*0.7513^3 
+ 76,600*0.6830^4 + 156,800*0.6209^5 - 360,000 - 30,000

= ¥415.52

NPV (A) > NPV (B), thus, we should choose the project A.

6.2 Use spreadsheet to solve the covering problem

When tackling with the logistics business, we can always come across the problem of setting up new warehouses or distribution centers. How many distribution centers we shall build so that we can serve all the retailers with the least capital and places? Spreadsheet is a useful tool in solving this kind of problem. I will take an example
to show how to use the tool and set the model.

Assume: I am a logistics director who takes charge of Shanghai business of a dairy products company. I divide Shanghai city into 10 districts. And there are now 4 distribution centers (A, B, C and D). Figure 21 shows the location of 10 districts and 4 distribution centers.

![Figure 21: Map of Shanghai](image)

According to experience, each distribution center can distribute the dairy products to the districts they are responsible of on time. In the picture, dotted line means the district can be transported to on time from the corresponding distribution center. Now we want to know, under the prerequisite of making sure the goods can be transferred to those districts on time, which distribution centers we need indeed? Can we reduce the number of distribution centers?
In the problem above, there are following steps we should do. \(^1\) (See table 6)

First, to input the figures we know already in the table of EXCEL. We can use number 0 or 1 to show whether the distribution center can be connected with the district or not. If they are connected, use 1 and if not, we input 0. In the area of B5:E14, we input the connection of distribution centers and districts.

Next step is to set a model.

The decision variables in the problem are whether to use or not use the distribution center. We use B16:E16 in the table to show, and these numbers need to be 0-1

\[^1\text{We can also use implicit enumeration to solve the problem although it’s little bit complex. First we can present the problem as following: to optimize the following 0-1 integer programming: Min } Z = X_1+X_2+X_3+X_4\]

And should satisfy the following constraints:

\[
\begin{align*}
X_1+X_2 & \geq 1 & (1) \\
X_2+X_3 & \geq 1 & (2) \\
X_3 & \geq 1 & (3) \\
X_3+X_4 & \geq 1 & (4) \\
X_4 & \geq 1 & (5) \\
X_1 +X_4 & \geq 1 & (6) \\
X_1+X_2+X_3 & \geq 1 & (7) \\
X_1 +X_3+X_4 & \geq 1 & (8) \\
X_1, X_2, X_3, X_4 & =0 \text{ or } 1 & (9)
\end{align*}
\]

From the above constraints (3) and (5), we know that variables \(X_3\) and \(X_4\) must be 1. Then we only need to test the coefficient of \(X_1\) and \(X_2\). There are 4 kinds of conditions left.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Result ((X_1, X_2, X_3, X_4))</th>
<th>Constraints</th>
<th>(Z)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>((0, 0, 1, 1))</td>
<td>\checkmark \checkmark \checkmark \checkmark \checkmark \checkmark \checkmark</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((0, 1, 1, 1))</td>
<td>\checkmark \checkmark \checkmark \checkmark \checkmark \checkmark \checkmark</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((1, 0, 1, 1))</td>
<td>\checkmark \checkmark \checkmark \checkmark \checkmark \checkmark \checkmark</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((1, 1, 1, 1))</td>
<td>\checkmark \checkmark \checkmark \checkmark \checkmark \checkmark \checkmark</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can see from the table above that we can get two answers: \((0, 1, 1, 1)\) and \((1, 0, 1, 1)\), both of them can optimize the final answer.

However, when we use spreadsheet to solve the problem, the spreadsheet can usually give us the first suitable answer it calculates. In this case, the spreadsheet gives us the first answer it gets, which is \((0, 1, 1, 1)\). That is to use distribution center B, C and D. Actually if we use distribution center A, C and D and close B, it’s ok. We should consider some other factors such as cost, distance to determine which one to choose.
variables, while 0 means we don’t use the DC, and 1 means we use the DC.

In the problem, what we want to know is the minimum number of distribution centers. So the objective function is the minimum number of distribution centers that needed. It’s G16 in the table, which is the sum of decision variables.

The last step is to fix on the constraints. There are 2 constraints in the problem. The first one is that the decision variables must be a 0-1 variable. And another one is we need to calculate how many distribution centers can be covered in total of each districts, these number must satisfy the condition that they are covered by at least one distribution center, which means that there is at least one DC can distribute the dairy products to the district on time. Then how can we get this number? We can use SUMPRODUCT (B5:E5, $B$16: $E$16) to get the number. So, if the DC is open, we can get the connection, and if the DC is close, we can close the connection also.

Table 6: The Spreadsheet Model of the Covering Problem of DC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The Covering Problem of Distribution Center</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Districts be covered</td>
<td>Distribution Center</td>
<td>Can be covered by how many DCs in total</td>
<td>Must be covered by how many DCs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Haining</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt;=</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Enshi</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>&gt;=</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Fuzhou</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt;=</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Nanjing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt;=</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Anhui</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt;=</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Jiangxi</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt;=</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Zhejiang</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt;=</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Shandong</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt;=</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Shanghai city</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>&gt;=</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Fujian</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>&gt;=</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Number of DC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>whether to use the DC or not</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7: The Formula of Spreadsheet Model of the Covering Problem of DC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The Covering Problem of Distribution Center</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Districts he covered</td>
<td>Distribution Center</td>
<td>Can be covered by how many DCs in total</td>
<td>Must be covered by how many DCs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Jiaxing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>=SUMPRODUCT(B5:B5, B16:B16)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Exian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>=SUMPRODUCT(B6:B6, B16:B16)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Puding</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>=SUMPRODUCT(B7:B7, B16:B16)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Nantia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>=SUMPRODUCT(B8:B8, B16:B16)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Fengshan</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>=SUMPRODUCT(B9:B9, B16:B16)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Jiashan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>=SUMPRODUCT(B10:B10, B16:B16)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Songgwang</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>=SUMPRODUCT(B11:B11, B16:B16)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Gaepo</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>=SUMPRODUCT(B12:B12, B16:B16)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Shanghong city</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>=SUMPRODUCT(B13:B13, B16:B16)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Minjiang</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>=SUMPRODUCT(B14:B14, B16:B16)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>whether to use the DC or not</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>=SUMPRODUCT(B16:B16)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Use Solver to Get the Answer

![Solver Interface](image)

- Click on the Solver button.
- Set the target cell to $E16$.
- Enter the constraint $3B16:3E16 = 1$.
- Set the iteration limit to 100.
- Click on the solve button to get the answer.
Having set up the model, we can use the solver to get the answer. And choose non-negative and linear programming in the option. So we can finally get the answer that only 3 distribution centers B, C and D are needed.
7. Some suggestions

7.1 Balance the relationship between cost and service level

It’s impossible to increase both the logistics cost and service level at the same time usually. There is a negative correlation between logistics cost and service level. Better service asks for abundant freight, enough warehouses for storage, advanced equipments and facilities to keep the foodstuffs fresh. However, all of these need capital, you need investment in building new warehouses, and need enough capital to buy advanced equipment, then the logistics cost becomes high. And if you want to constrain the logistics cost in a certain range, the warehouse may be smaller, and you may not be able to afford the advanced facilities, service level will low down. Logistics companies should realize that in the business, they can’t just concentrate on service level and omit cost, neither just focus on logistics cost and neglect service. But between these two, service levels should come first anyway.

As for the logistics cost, we can’t just consider it as a cost and expenditure. We should realize that logistics cost is also a production factor that can bring us profit if we can use the resources properly to promote sells and get more customers.

Suning Appliance Chain Store (Group) Co.,Ltd is a good example in taking advantage of logistics cost as resources. In the year 2004, Suning promise to the customers if they buy air-conditioners in Suning, they will fix them for the customers
in 24 hours, and this promise covered both dead season and peak season. For many companies, there are only 10 to 15 days which can be seen as selling rush hours even in peak seasons, they don’t’ want to invest too much money in keeping fixing and maintaining workers in dead seasons which result in the lack of fixing workers in peak seasons. But in Suning, they have one countrywide logistics center, seven regional logistics distribution center that assures that they can deliver the goods for customers in 3 hours as soon as they buy. Moreover, Suning pay much attention on the construction of distribution center. They recruit more than 700 workers in Nanjing in June 2002 and hire more than 500 retail distribution trucks. Their distribution service including general storage, distribution, transportation service, except that, they first introduced debug door-to-service in the industry that shorten the waiting time of customers in stores. Besides that, they also provide service such as arrearage selling, telephone shopping and drop in gathering and so on. With the increasing of service investment and enlargement of service scope, the service system in Suning changed totally, the service scope enlarged from air-conditioner to synthesize appliance, from simply selling to the special command to different customers. They invest much money in building the distribution center and hiring workers, but they also provide better service for customers. And more and more customers will go and buy their products because they provide better service even if the price and quality of products are little bit higher than other companies and some are just the same with other companies. Better service brings them higher profit. The theory can also be used in cold chain logistics.

7.2 Green logistics and recovery logistics

Environmental problem is becoming serious and serious. Many countries and industries have realized the importance of environmental protection. As for the
logistics, primarily cold chain logistics, which always produces many wastes especially when the cold chain isn’t perfect that lead to the putrescence of foodstuffs, need to be paid more attention to on the green logistics construction.

Green logistics, just as its name implies, is a kind of logistics activity that melt in the environmental sustainable development concept. Green logistics can help with reducing the environmental pollution and cutting down resource consumption.

Green logistics in cold chain can be divided into the following parts. First is the intensivism of existing resources. Enterprises can higher the utilization of resources and lower the consumption and wastage of resources through integration of existing resources and optimization of resource collocation. In our country, when some places decide to build a new logistics center, they never take into account the compatible of logistics hardware establishment. A common problem is that always when the new facilities are just built up, the old ones are discarded which reflect on the huge wastage of recourses. It’s said that the vacancy rate of logistics facilities is as high as 60% in China. It’s far away from the requirement of green logistics. As actors in societies, on account of the speciality of the suppliers and producers of farm products, we’d better assemble those separate individuals and let them work together, which can help with the building of enlarging scale and realizing the economy of scale, reducing cost and increasing the utilization of resources.

Another part can be considered as green transportation. Without any question, fuel consumption and tail gas in the transportation is a main reason for the environmental pollution that is caused by logistics. The trucks used in cold chain logistics transportation are special, with many refrigeration facilities in them, they cost much more fuel and the pollution will be worse. Thus it’s important to position and
program the distribution center reasonably. In this way, we can shorten the route and reduce vacancy rate, thus reach the goal of saving energy and decreasing the discharging amount. Besides that, another requirement is that we improve the gas engine technology and use some clean fuel to improve the utility of energy. Finally, another important thing is to avoid the leakage accident that may happen during the transportation especially when transporting by sea. The government can blaze a highway, railway or airway in food’s transportation. Thus can take advantage of the each kind of transportation tool, reduce unnecessary tool-gate and charge, and set up a green transportation net and thorough transportation net with high efficiency and low pollution, low cost in the countrywide.

The third part is green storage. Green storage asks for the reasonable overall arrangement of warehouses to save transportation cost. If the distribution of the warehouses is too dense, it will increase the times of transportation, thus increase the resource consumption; if the distribution is too loose, it will decrease the efficiency of transportation and increase the vacancy rate.

Next part is green package. Package is an important tool of marketing. However, many of the packages are discarded by consumers after used once only and causes pollution problem. For example, a serious environmental problem in China is white pollution, which is caused by the discarding of plastics package that can’t be degraded. As for the logistics companies or factories, they can use environmental protection materials to improve the utilization of materials, design some kind of folded package to save room or set up package recovery system.

The final part is the converse logistics, which means those logistics activities which related with resources cycle, resources substitution, resources return and resources
disposition. Converse logistics is a very important part in logistics development. It can help with the reutilization of existing resources, save cost to make new ones especially for some expensive materials. Also, with the converse logistics, we can gather those important materials that may be useless for customers and decrease the pollution. Moreover, with the converse logistics, we can know which part of our product is weak, how is the customers’ reaction to our products, and then take some actions to improve the product, either in service or quality or transportation part.

What we need to realize is that green logistics is a cost, but it can also create value. Some people think that green logistics is only an expense, and it’s the business of government but not enterprises. That’s totally wrong. According to the research of westerners, an enterprise with good environment always performs favorable in making profit.

7.3 Risks and energy development

There are many risks in front of the cold chain logistics: high investment of facilities, high operation cost, and high wastage during transportation. Besides that, the most serious thing the logistics company now facing is the shortage of energy, especially the electric power. The speciality of cold chain logistics needs the refrigerated facilities. If there’s no electric power for refrigerated facilities, the foodstuffs will turn bad easily which causes the broken of cold chain and wastage of resources. Actually China has already become the second biggest electricity consumer in the world. Until the end of last year, the total amount of electricity power installation exceeded 500 million kilowatt, the total amount of electricity generated exceeded 200 million kilowatt-hours. Although since 2000, the rising of electricity is the fastest in the increasing of resources production, it’s still far from the requirement of
social and economic development in China. In the summer of 2004, there appeared such a complexion: a cold chain danger caused by the shortage of electric power. Many provinces have to direct switch-off the electricity. Meanwhile, the utilization rate of resources in China is only 33%, 10% lower than in advanced countries. Many enterprises have to change or shorten their working time. It’s a vital hit to the refrigerated food producing enterprises. Thus, it’s important for us to explore new kind of energy for producing of electric power, such as rain power, terrestrial heat power, ocean power, hydrogen power and so on.

7.4 Can’t copy the western model

Although many developed countries are advance in cold chain logistics. They have sound regulations and managing model, they have abundant investment and capital, they have better facilities and equipment and they have enough money in training the professionals. They are several years advanced than us. We need to learn from their advanced skills and experience, however, what we should notice is that we should not just copy their model. China is just an infant in cold chain logistics industry, the capital put in the industry is limit and it needs some time for the government to set up regulations to standardize the marketing operation. Advanced countries have several years experience in cold chain logistics, their technology and managing model are higher. However, they may not suitable for the condition of China now. For example, the equipment and facilities they used now is much more advanced, but also much more expensive. It’s difficult to require the cold chain logistics companies to buy this kind of advanced facilities. Though there is a trend to develop through the trace of developed countries, we need to go step by step.

Besides, the needs in China are not as high as in those advanced countries. There
are some cold chain logistics companies in China, but still not many. And those existed ones are not that professional because of the limitation of capital and lack of the promotion of customers’ needs and market. But with the development of China’s economy, more and more consumers in China will certainly realize the importance of fresh food and require for the fresh of food. In order to satisfy the customers and catch the business opportunity to gain profit, government will pay more attention to the cold chain logistics and enterprises will be willing to invest for the expensive facilities. And with the mature of the technology, those expensive facilities may also become companies’ necessities. Then the huge requirement of customers will promote the development of cold chain logistics.

7.5 Avoid reduplicated construction

The condition in China is that there are many small logistics companies, some also do cold chain logistics business. These companies build logistic centers, buy expensive facilities, and set up bases. A common problem is that sometimes, the old ones just finish construction; they begin to build new ones. And years later, when the new ones completed, the old ones are discarded. And each company has their own facilities and centers. But because of the limitation of capital, none of them can do well in the logistics business, some are weak in temperature controlling part, some are weak in basic facilities. They are keeping doing reduplicated construction and waste a lot of money and energy. If those companies can cooperate, set a large logistics center, and realize combinative distribution, each small company can focus on its strength, the level of cold chain logistics service will be improved without any doubt.
8. Conclusions

Cold chain logistics construction in China is still on its primary step. There are still many problems and weakness of cold chain logistics in China. There are no standardized regulations to restrict cold chain logistics operation. Besides, lack of professionals, short of operational experience and poor facilities are the serious problems. Comparing with those advanced countries, China is poor in facilities, lack of capital and professionals, short of 3PL and has few regulations and laws in the area.

However, there are also opportunities and huge potential for the development of cold chain logistics. We could improve the cold chain logistics level by gaining governmental support, setting up cold chain logistics standardization, developing information system and so on. Also, as for the logistics companies, they should improve their managing and organizing structure. They should better set up professional cold logistics management system such as continuous replenishment and midway tracing strategy, value-added service strategy and so on. Besides that, set up alliances with producers, other logistics companies and business companies are useful ways in improving the cold chain logistics condition in food industry in China.

When dealing with the cold chain logistics problem in real practice, we may always come across the problem of purchasing new facilities which are expensive and complicated. Under this condition, NPV will be a very useful tool in making a
decision. Another problem we may meet is the distribution center covering problem. How to improve the conditions of distribution centers that have already been set up, are they necessary to build? Shall we reduce the number while taking full use of other distribution center to save cost and energy? If we use spreadsheet to set a model, it will be a problem that can be solved very easily. Apart from that, we should try every means to lower logistics cost. When we lower the logistics cost, we should also guarantee the logistics service. We should notice that logistics service is not an expense but more of a kind of income, in the long run, we will gain much more from it. And we need to do the green logistics that is also a trend of cold chain logistics development. When we are constructing the cold chain logistics, we need to know exactly which steps we are in, how the customers’ requirement for our service is, what we can do at present and how our ability is. We can’t just blindly copy the model of westerners and only to find that it’s just a waste of time and capital, as the needs is not as high as in advanced countries. So there is another problem that how to set up a set of developing model of our own in China according to the special system and development step? But with the continuous development of economics in China, customers’ requirement for cold chain logistics will certainly be higher and will promote the government, logistics companies and producers of cold products to construct better cold chain logistics. Every member in cold chain logistics field should get ready for the innovation and revolution.
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